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Logic Problem
Penny, Charlie, Blake and Kim were each

dealt a playing card of a different suit. The cards
are numbered two through five. Can you use the
following clues to determine which card each
player has?

1. Charlie was dealt the highest red card, but
his card is one lower than Kim’s.

2. Blake and Kim have cards of the
same color.

3. The four is a black card.
4. The sum of the spade and the diamond is

higher than the sum of the club and the heart.
(Answer: Penny has the two of hearts; Charlie

has the three of diamonds; Kim has the four of
clubs; and Blake has the five of spades.)

Five Things About: Favorite Fall Foods
• Pumpkins were once believed to help

eliminate freckles.
• Bobbing for apples got its start as a

courting game in England.
• The world’s heaviest squash was grown in

Canada in 2011 and weighed 1,486
pounds.

• George Washington Carver used sweet
potatoes to develop more than 100
products, including glue for postage
stamps.

Your Flu Shot Questions Answered
When flu shot season rolls around, people often ask

questions such as: “Does it really work?” “Can it make
me sick?” and “Why do I have to get another flu shot? I
got one last year.”

Unlike other vaccines, the influenza formula is
reviewed and updated every year. That’s because flu
viruses are constantly changing.

Worldwide, scientists and researchers monitor
viruses in order to predict which ones will be most
common during the next flu season. Unfortunately,
sometimes those predictions are wrong. Because the
yearly vaccine has to be prepared months in advance,
by the time flu season hits, the viruses going around
may have already mutated.

Despite this margin of error, it’s still wise to get a flu
shot. Even if you get the flu anyway—which can
happen if the strains used in the vaccine do not match
the virus going around—the vaccine can make your
symptoms milder and reduce the risk of
hospitalization.

The vaccine can’t actually give you the flu—the
viruses in the vaccine are dead. You may experience
mild symptoms such as a low-grade fever and body
aches, but these are normal and short-lived.

Your body needs about two weeks to make
antibodies after vaccination, which is another reason
why you may get the flu soon after getting the flu
shot—the immunization just hasn’t kicked in yet. This
is why it’s important to get a flu shot as early in the
season as possible.



Pumpkin Power
Archaeologists believe that

pumpkins could be the oldest
domesticated plants on the
planet. Evidence found in
Mexico suggests people
cultivated pumpkins as far back
as 10,000 B.C. Here are a few
more things you might not
know about this round,
orange squash:

• Pumpkins are a good
source of vitamins A and C
and potassium. About
90 percent water, they are
also high in fiber.

• In 2014, a Swiss man grew
a pumpkin that weighed
2,323 pounds.

• Morton, Ill., is known as
the pumpkin capital of the
world. The town is home
to the Libby’s food plant,
where almost all of the
country’s canned pumpkin
is produced.

• A pumpkin generally has
about 500 seeds.

• There are more than
40 varieties of pumpkins.
They come in different
colors and sizes.
Connecticut Field and
Howden are among the
varieties most often sold
for carving.

“I would rather sit on a
pumpkin and have it
all to myself than be

crowded on a
velvet cushion.”

—Henry David Thoreau

Executive Director Debbie Beamer kicks
off the first annual Bentley Games!

ON YOUR MARK... GET
SET... GO!!!

For our annual Staff
Appreciation Day, the staff of
Bentley Commons competed in
our first ever Bentley Olympics!
After we shared a massive sub
sandwich (5 feet long!) prepared
by Chef Tim, we hit the atrium
for fun as our residents enjoyed
the battles! Games included a
“balloon walk”, Human Hungry
Hungry Hippos, Wheelchair
Races, and a “balloon toss”
which quickly evolved into an
all out water balloon fight
among everyone (Just so you
know...Chef Tim threw out the
first pitch!).

The balloon race!

Hula Hoop Transfer Race!

Community Relations Director Jeff was on
hand to be a pace car for the Wheelchair

Races!

Emily and Jackie (in orange) battle it out
for the last balls against Alex and Patrick
in our Human Hungry Hungry Hippos!



Laugh Lines: Memorable
Re-Marx

October marks the birthday
of comedian Groucho Marx. He
and his brothers Chico and
Harpo made audiences laugh as
the Marx Brothers in more than
a dozen films during the 1930s
and ’40s. Celebrate with these
memorable lines from the man
and his movies.

“I never forget a face, but in
your case, I’ll be glad to make an
exception.”

“Look, if you don’t like my
parties, you can leave in a huff.
If that’s too soon, leave in a
minute and a huff.”

“Don’t look now, but there’s
one too many in this room, and
I think it’s you.”

“You are going Uruguay, and
I’m going my way.”

“I don’t have a photograph,
but you can have my footprints.
They’re upstairs in my socks.”

“I’ve had a perfectly
wonderful evening, but this
wasn’t it.”

“Age is not a particularly
interesting subject. Anyone can
get old. All you have to do is live
long enough.”

‘Charm’ Is One
How many words can you

come up with using the letters in
“chrysanthemum”?

Fall Festivities
When the weather starts

getting cooler and the leaves
start changing colors, it’s time to
celebrate. Fall parties usually
involve familiar elements such
as bonfires and hayrides. Use the
following questions to reminisce
about your favorite fall
festivities.

• Did you go to any fall
parties when you were
younger? Was there a
hayride? What was it like?
Did you sing songs or tell
spooky stories? What are
some that you remember?

• What were your favorite fall
foods? Did you roast hot
dogs or marshmallows over
a fire? Did you drink hot
chocolate or apple cider?

• Did you play any games,
such as bobbing for apples?
How about a corn maze?
Did you win any prizes?
What were they?

• Did you wear any
costumes? What did you
dress up as? What were
some memorable costumes
that your friends wore?

Wit & Wisdom
“The real voyage of discovery
consists not in seeking new
landscapes, but in having

new eyes.”
—Marcel Proust

“We shall not cease from
exploration, and the end of all
our exploring will be to arrive

where we started and know the
place for the first time.”

—T.S. Eliot

“The beginning of knowledge is
the discovery of something we

do not understand.”
—Frank Herbert

“All truths are easy to
understand once they are
discovered; the point is to

discover them.”
—Galileo Galilei

“You will enrich your life
immeasurably if you approach it

with a sense of wonder and
discovery, and always challenge

yourself to try new things.”
—Nate Berkus

“My theory in anything you do
is to keep exploring, keep

digging deeper to find
new stuff.”

—Blythe Danner

“What I really want out of life is
to discover something new:
something mankind didn’t
know was possible to do.”

—Elizabeth Holmes
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Chocolate, Anyone?

Whether you are a fan of creamy milk chocolate, rich dark 

chocolate, or prefer candy with a little crunch or mix of flavors, 

there’s a treat for all taste buds. See when some sweet favorites were 

first unwrapped.

Year Chocolate Candy                    

1900 Hershey’s Milk Chocolate Bar 

1916 DeMet’s Turtles

1928 Reese’s Peanut Butter Cups

1930 Snickers

1941 M&M’s

1949 Junior Mints

1966 100 Grand

1979 Twix

1991 Dove Promises

2010 Pretzel M&M’s

ACROSS

1. Fleur-de-__

4. Flow back

7. Pierre’s mom

11. Tortellini, for example

13. Successors of Popes

 Pius VII and Pius IX

15. Like the Sahara

16. Story of a swan

19. Sports buildings

20. Planning skill

21. __ Thérèse of Lisieux

23. Half-and-half

24. Catch sight of

27. Minute

30. __ Barrymore

34. Portion

36. Pharmacy purchases

38. Matador’s encouragement

39. Most horrible

40. Lyricist Gershwin

41. Committed a crime

43. Nettle

44. Sultan’s women

46. Subdued

47. Vegetarian’s no-no

49. V-shaped rampart

51. Young and others

52. Part of every yr.

54. All __; ready

56. Oases for the thirsty

61. Göteborg residents

66. Novel with a WWI setting

68. Michigan, for one

69. Lose one’s footing

70. Word with well or case

71. Vexed

72. Patriots’ goals, for short

73. Cpl.’s superior

DOWN

1. Cowardly Lion’s portrayer

2. Words of understanding

3. Shock

4. Actor Ron __

5. Places for roses

6. Struggle

7. __ milk

8. Tribal member

9. Marriage symbol

10. Not at ease

11. School carnival

 planning org.

12. Muslim o$cials

14. Torah, for one

17. Nav. transports

18. Home for Dorothy

 and Aunt Em: abbr.

22. Kingdom

24. Coast

25. Jacket type

26. Periods of time: abbr.

28. Made public

29. Mountain animals

31. Like a mansion

32. French pronouns

33. Unwanted growth

34. Sink’s alternative

35. Afr. nation

37. Concorde, familiarly

42. Part of the title of

 an X-O game

45. Indicators

48. __ and feathered

50. Egg container

53. Macabre author

55. Pairs

56. Indonesian island

57. O% in the distance

58. Dissolute man

59. Dissolve

60. Moved smoothly

62. Devours

63. Haul

64. Rising time?

65. Division of a former

 nation: abbr.

67. CD forerunners

Crossword Puzzle

LISEBBMERE

PASTALEOSARID

THEUGLYDUCKLING

ARENASSTRATEGY

STEONE

SPYSMALLDREW

SHAREPILLSOLE

WORSTIRASTOLE

IRKHAREMTAMED

MEATREDANCYS

APRSET

BARROOMSSWEDES

AFAREWELLTOARMS

LAKESLIPSTAIR

IREDTDSSGT

1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

11 12 13 14 15

16 17 18

19 20

21 22 23

24 25 26 27 28 29 30 31 32 33

34 35 36 37 38

39 40 41 42

43 44 45 46

47 48 49 50 51

52 53 54 55

56 57 58 59 60 61 62 63 64 65

66 67

68 69 70

71 72 73

 
 


